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FAQs

Can you explain how CellProof Infusion Mask is “oxygenating” the skin?
• One of the secrets to Infusion Mask is the Ox3™ proprietary blend, composed of two fully saturated 

perfluorocarbons and 1 hydrofluorocarbon. These stable, heavy liquids are not soluble in water or oil. They 

are essentially inert, meaning they will not react with other chemicals. But they do have the capacity to 

capture and carry respiratory gases, notably oxygen. Some perfluorocarbon liquids can carry so much 

oxygen that they have been used for “liquid breathing,” where a liquid is used for breathing rather than air. 

When Infusion Mask is applied to skin, these molecules in Ox3 begin releasing the gases they held trapped 

inside. Similar to a soft drink releasing bubbles of dissolved carbon dioxide when opened, Infusion Mask 

releases excess oxygen dissolved in it when it is applied to the skin. The bubbling action indicates oxygen is 

being released.

What is the difference between CellProof Infusion Mask and other bubbling masks on 
the market?
• Infusion Mask includes a proprietary blend called Ox3, which increases oxygen delivery to skin’s surface, 

preparing it to receive the benefits of the rare botanicals summer snowflake bulb and snow algae, all 

contributing to youthful looking skin.

Why do I need to rinse off CellProof Infusion Mask when there are so many wonderful 
ingredients?
• Most of the work of Infusion Mask oxygenating gel is complete within the first 5 minutes after application. 

After a few minutes when the bubbles have dissipated, the residual product starts to give the skin a tacky 

feel, signaling that the actives have been absorbed. We recommend rinsing the skin with warm water and 

patting dry before applying CellProof Serum and Moisturizer to allow better coverage of the moisturizing 

constituents.

Is CellProof Infusion Mask a good fit for all skin types, even sensitive skin?
• Modere’s primary focus is to produce effective products that are as safe as possible. Skin sensitivity testing 

has been performed using this product. For those with sensitive skin concerns, we recommend treating a 

small area of skin to ensure there is no irritation before applying to the whole face.

Is CellProof Infusion Mask safe to use with salicylic acid or benzoyl peroxide?
• Salicylic acid and benzoyl peroxide, ingredients often used to treat acne, can also leave the skin more 

prone to irritation. Using high percentages of either ingredient and in combination with CellProof Infusion 

Mask could increase the risk of potential irritation on the sensitive skin of the face. We always recommend 

consulting with your doctor before altering a recommended regimen, as well as testing a small patch of 

skin, such as the crook of the elbow or wrist, before trying on the face if there are any sensitivity concerns.

Is CellProof Infusion Mask gluten free?
• Yes, Cellproof Infusion Mask is gluten free.

Do I need to use CellProof Serum and Moisturizer in conjunction with CellProof Infusion 
Mask to see results?
• Each CellProof product delivers specific results focusing on collagen maintenance and the most desirable 

qualities of youthful skin. Modere recommends using CellProof as a system, following an inclusive regimen. 

However, you may select targeted products from the Modere line to customize individual results. 
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I’ve always used Infusion as a type of cleanser. Why is it now instructed to use as a mask?
• The instructions are more direct to apply to a clean, dry face as with any other mask on the market. Proper 

use as directed will allow the active ingredients to penetrate the skin better, without having to dissolve 

through sebum and dirt or makeup. A clarification in directions also encourages appropriate use of the 

product to provide a full one-month supply, as intended.

CellProof Infusion Mask was at one time part of Modere I/D Anti-Aging System. This 
was a two-part system with another product called Defense. Will I still see the same great 
results without using Defense?
• Modere Defense was the second step in the Modere I/D System. A lightweight moisturizer containing 

botanical extracts to provide antioxidant benefits and defend against free radicals, Defense included 

other ingredients specific to maintaining the skin’s protection against the abuse of the elements. CellProof 

Infusion Mask will provide the same great results as before, and used as a part of the CellProof System, you 

will also experience potent antioxidant benefits and more! 


